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Bouquets Of Flowers By Jean Baconnais Twentieth

480 EUR

Signature : Jean Baconnais XXe

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Oil painting

Width : 84

Height : 73
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Dealer

Antiquités Armel Labbé
General antiques dealer, paintings, small furniture, seats,

mirrors, object

Tel : 02 43 44 64 89

Mobile : 06 78 87 61 61

1 Place Madame Mauclerc/11 et 13 place Saint Nicolas

La Chartre Sur Le Loir 72340

Description

Large oil on canvas by Jean Baconnais represents

a bouquet of flowers in a vase, contrast with a

faded white dahlia fallen on the table,

impressionist touch.

Jean Baconnais has received numerous

distinctions, medalist in arts and letters from Paris

in 1997.

Baconnais, a Baulian artist, very inspired by

Brittany, is often presented as the "painter of light

and the outdoors".

An autodidact who has always loved drawing and

painting, from an early age

His source of inspiration has evolved, from

landscapes to flowers, to still lifes.

A rich palette of colors where the play of values

are paramount, in a material with vigorous

impastos and solar touches, confer a great charm



to his compositions solidly built in the drawing

gives body to the work.

The lines, the volumes, the shadows and the

lights come from a rapid gesture that makes life

vibrate and sing in all its forms

Figurative artist, he painted in all weathers with

the intact enthusiasm of his youth. We perceive it

immediately, as his paintings are the expression

of an authentic emotion.

Each of his paintings offers us this life that we no

longer have the time to surprise and discover

Original Montparnasse wood frame.

Dimensions of the canvas: 64 x 53 cm view

Frame dimensions: 84 x 73 cm

Delivery by specialized transport, allow 80 euros

for France, on estimate for other destinations.

Contact me at 0678876161


